The Cosmic Neutrino Background is a prediction of the standard cosmological model, but it has been never observed directly. Experiments with the aim of detecting relic CNB neutrinos are under development. For such experiments, the expected event rate depends on the local number density of relic neutrinos. Since massive neutrinos can be attracted by the gravitational potential of our galaxy and cluster locally, a local overdensity of relic neutrinos should exist at Earth. We report the status of our knowledge on the clustering of neutrinos and the consequences for future direct detection experiments.
Relic neutrino background
The standard cosmological model predicts a number of relics that were produced during the initial phases of the Universe evolution. While the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and the light elements produced during the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) have already been observed, we still miss a direct confirmation of the Cosmic Neutrino Background (CNB), a relic of neutrinos which decoupled from the thermal plasma when the temperature of the Universe was around the MeV scale and the Universe approximately 1 s old (see e.g. [1] ). Such neutrinos, after freely streaming during more than 13 billion years, have now a mean energy of ∼ 5 × 10 −4 eV and an average number density of n 0 ∼ 56 cm −3 per family and per neutrino/antineutrino state.
We have only an indirect probe of their existence, which comes from the fact that they were ultra-relativistic when decoupling. One can write the energy density of radiation in the early universe by means of the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom,
where ρ γ and ρ ν represent the energy density of photons and neutrinos, respectively. The expected value of N eff , which is ∼ 3.04 when considering the standard three-neutrino oscillations in the early Universe [2, 3, 4] , is confirmed by experimental determination by the observation of the CMB anisotropies (N eff = 2.92 +0.36 −0.37 at 95% CL when considering the full temperature and polarization spectra of the CMB [5] ) and BBN abundances (N eff = 2.90 ± 0.22 at 68% CL [6] ). Despite this is a very strong indirect confirmation of the existence of three neutrino-like particles in the early Universe, only a direct detection of the CNB would ensure us that such particles are really the standard model neutrinos.
In order to directly detect the relic neutrinos, however, one must consider a process that requires no energy threshold. One of the most promising methods is neutrino capture on betadecaying nuclei [7] . If one considers a nucleous that can undergo β -decay (n → p + e − +ν), a relic neutrino can trigger the emission of an electron through the reaction
(1.2) Such electron will have an energy larger than the Q-value available in the reaction: the capture of relic neutrinos would therefore generate a peak located just above the end point of the β -decay spectrum, which turns out to be the main background for such search. In order to distinguish the signal from the background events, therefore, one needs an energy resolution of the same order of the neutrino mass or better [8] . For experimental purposes (in order to limit the contamination from β -decay events and have a reasonably high cross-section), the best candidate for performing such search turns out to be tritium [9] .
The PTOLEMY project
Based on the idea of neutrino capture, for the first time an experiment which aims at the detection of relic neutrinos is under development. Such project is named PTOLEMY 1 [10, 11] and plans to have a final configuration with 100 g of tritium, which would ensure at least few signal events per year, and an energy resolution of 50 − 100 meV. In order to reach these targets, seriously challenging experimental efforts will be needed. The precise setup of PTOLEMY will be defined in the incoming years, tough many studies are in progress (see e.g. [12] ).
The physics case of PTOLEMY, and more in general of experiments which aim at a direct detection of the CNB with the neutrino capture method, has been discussed in Ref. [13] . One of the most crucial aspects is the determination of the signal event rate. This can be written as:
where N T is the number of tritium atoms in the source,σ is the average cross section for neutrino capture, v ν is the neutrino velocity, N ν is the number of neutrino mass eigenstates, |U ei | 2 represents the mixing of the i-th neutrino mass eigenstate with the electron flavor eigenstate and n i is the local number density of neutrinos that can interact. The total Γ CNB is expected to be ∼ 4 yr −1 when considering Dirac neutrinos and 100 g of tritium [8] . If the energy resolution is sufficiently small, one can in principle distinguish the various peaks in the electron spectrum, that correspond to the capture of each neutrino mass eigenstate. The amplitude of the various peaks depends on |U ei | 2 , as one can see in Eq. (2.1), and therefore on the mass ordering. Such numbers would allow a direct detection of the CNB only if the lightest neutrino mass is larger than the energy resolution, as one can see in Fig. 1 , from [13] . In the case of inverted ordering, the detection is somewhat easier for small neutrino masses, as the main peak of the CNB capture correspond to the heaviest mass eigenstates, whose mass cannot be smaller than ∼ 50 meV.
One interesting note is that the number of interacting states, if neutrinos are non-relativistic, depends on their nature. While if neutrinos are Dirac particles only left-handed neutrinos can participate the reaction in Eq. (1.2), in the Majorana case, neutrinos with both chiralities can interact. As a consequence, the event rate may be twice as large in the Majorana than in the Dirac case [14] . Another possible increase of the event rate comes from the fact that non-relativistic neutrinos may have fallen in the gravitational potential of our galaxy, so that their local number density can be larger than the average one.
Clustering of relic neutrinos
The clustering of relic neutrinos in the gravitational potential of the Milky Way (MW) or of any larger object, in the past, has been studied with different methods. N-body simulations are suitable to compute the shape of the neutrino halo in large objects, such as galaxy clusters [15] , but may have troubles in resolving the small structures, galaxies for example. The authors of Ref. [16] overcame this problem using a method based on the resolution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation, which assumes that the dark matter evolves independently of the presence of neutrinos.
Another method that has been proposed is named "N-one-body" simulation [17] , and consists in evolving N test particles in the gravitational potential of dark matter and baryons, which again is assumed to be unaffected by neutrinos. Moreover, each neutrino is assumed to be independent of the others and the number of test particles must be high enough to have an adequate sampling of the available initial positions and momenta. In order to keep the number of particles under control, this method needs to be used within the assumption of spherical symmetry, for which only 3 directions in the parameter space (1 for the distance, 2 for the momentum) need to be sampled. Once the final position of each test particle is computed, one can obtain the profile of the neutrino halo by smearing each test particle with a selected kernel (a Gaussian one, for example) and weighing each one according to its corresponding initial parameter space. Since the evolution equations for the neutrinos in the gravitational potential can be written independently of the neutrino mass, one can compute a set of N test particles with a given mass and then rescale the entire simulation for a different mass, re-weighing all the test particles [17, 18] .
The first results [17] computed with the N-one-body method were revised in Ref. [19] , where an updated description of the MW content was adopted. In particular, the considered dark matter profiles were updated to take into account some of the most recent astrophysical observations [20] , while for the baryons both new astrophysical data [21] and results from N-body simulations [22] have been considered. The obtained clustering factors, defined as the local neutrino density divided by the average one, were in the range 1.1-1.2 for neutrinos of 60 meV mass and 1.7-2.9 for neutrinos with a mass of 150 meV, depending on the astrophysical setup.
The MW, however, is not the only object in the Universe. Results from full N-body simulations [15] , indeed, pointed out that galaxy clusters may have a neutrino halo that extends to distances above 10 Mpc, and we know that the Virgo cluster is located at about 16 Mpc from us (see e.g. the NASA Extragalactic Database 2 ). Also, the results of [19] demonstrated that the neutrino halo of a galaxy like ours can extend to ∼ 1 Mpc, approximately the distance of the Andromeda galaxy [23] . A more complete calculation, therefore, needs to take into account a more complex astrophysical environment, for which relaxing the assumption of spherical symmetry is required.
The N-one-body method as explained above can serve as basis for a different calculation. Since we are only interested at the value of the neutrino number density at Earth, all the test particles that end up far from us at z = 0 are not necessary to obtain the final result. A smart idea is to select the N test particles only among those that arrive at Earth today, and evolve their trajectories backwards in order to determine their initial positions and momenta at early times. The conservation of phasespace density along the trajectories (the Liouville's theorem) guarantees that it is possible to weigh Figure 2 : The local relic neutrino density as a function of the neutrino mass, considering different assumptions on the local astrophysical environment, in comparison with the results from previous papers ( [17, 19, 18] ). From [24] .
the neutrinos a posteriori according to their initial (homogeneous and isotropic) phase space volume and consequently obtain the clustering factor at Earth.
Such method has been recently tested in Ref. [24] , where a new calculation of the clustering factor at Earth as been proposed. For the first time, in Ref. [24] a "backwards N-one-body" method has been adopted to compute the local relic neutrino density without assuming spherical symmetry. Concerning our galaxy, the description of the dark matter is similar to the one used previously [19, 18] , while the baryon contribution has been computed in cylindrical symmetry instead of approximating the distribution as spherical. Moreover, additional to the MW the authors considered the contribution of the Andromeda galaxy and of the Virgo cluster. Concerning the former, only dark-matter has been taken into account, as the exact shape of the baryon profile is not expected to play a significant role, given the distance between Andromeda and the MW (see below).
The results of Ref. [24] are summarized in Fig. 2 , when considering a NFW (left panel) or Einasto (right panel) profile for the dark matter in the MW. The solid and dashed curves represent the results obtained in the paper, using different astrophysical configurations, while the various points show the results of previous calculations (triangles and circles are from [17] , squares from [19] and diamonds from [18] ). Note that the NFW description of [24] is slightly different from the one in [19, 18] .
As the figure shows, the clustering factor has a clear dependence on the neutrino mass: heavier (and slower) neutrinos cluster more than lighter ones. It is also interesting to note that the Virgo cluster contributes to increase significantly n ν when the neutrino mass is very small, as its neutrino halo is more extended, while for high neutrino masses it can have the opposite effect: since the total number of neutrinos is always the same, when the Virgo cluster attracts more of them, the number of neutrinos that can cluster around the MW decreases. As a consequence, the local number density of relic neutrinos grows less when the Virgo cluster is included than when it is not considered in the calculation. Finally, we can also notice that Andromeda contributes only slightly to the amount of clustering at Earth, at the point that the green line (MW+Virgo) is almost indistiguishable from the red one (MW+Virgo+Andromeda). Given the extremely small contribution from Andromeda, moreover, we conclude that it is safe to ignore the presence of smaller objects as the MW satellite galaxies, because their mass is much smaller than the one of the MW.
Conclusions
The existence of the cosmic neutrino background has been confirmed indirectly, but a direct detection of the relic neutrinos is envisaged in order to confirm that such background exists and has the expected properties. A direct detection through the process of neutrino capture on β -decaying nuclei, adopted by the PTOLEMY project, will open the road for exciting studies, such as the first observation of non-relativistic neutrinos, a measure of their mass and a confirmation of the cosmological model. The goal is however very ambitious. According to recent estimates [13] , the expected energy resolution (∼ 50 − 100 meV) and tritium amount (100 g in the full configuration) will allow an observation of the relic neutrinos only if the mass of the lightest neutrino is not too small. The fact that neutrinos can cluster in the local gravitational potential enhances the expected signal event rate, but for realistic neutrino masses the gain is small. Since the crucial point remains to distinguish the relic neutrino events from the β -decay background, a small enhancement in the event rate does not significantly increase the detection possibilities, if the energy resolution is not sufficient, but the increased event rate would make easier an observation of the interesting events over external (non β -decay) backgrounds. Moreover, a precise determination of the event rate will open the possibility to constrain not only the Dirac-Majorana nature of neutrinos, but also the composition of the astrophysical environment where the relic neutrinos can cluster.
